1. Turn to page 8. What will happen to the dummies if Mr Dibley shuts the shop down?

2. Turn to page 17. Why did Johnny Cashbucks want to buy the shop?


4. On page 15. What did Johnny Cashbucks say which tells us that he thought it would be easy to buy the little shop?

5. What made Johnny Cashbucks change his mind?

6. On page 25. What did Alex think had attracted so many shoppers?

7. Why do you think Johnny Cashbucks needed a very long rest?

8. Why was Half Price a hero?
1. Turn to page 8. What will happen to the dummies if Mr Dibley shuts the shop down?

   They will lose their home.

2. Turn to page 17. Why did Johnny Cashbucks want to buy the shop?

   So he can make Superstore’s car park even bigger!


   Half Price was moving and there was someone in the shop.

4. On page 15. What did Johnny Cashbucks say which tells us that he thought it would be easy to buy the little shop?

   “I’ll pay you lots of money!”

5. What made Johnny Cashbucks change his mind?

   The dummies scared him when they started talking, moving and bits of them fell off.

6. On page 25. What did Alex think had attracted so many shoppers?

   Open. Maybe she knew the dummies could move, maybe it was all the cheap clothes in the window.

7. Why do you think Johnny Cashbucks needed a very long rest?

   Open. Maybe because he was tired he thought he was seeing things that were not real.

8. Why was Half Price a hero?

   Half Price saved the shop, the dummies home.